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“MY GLASSES!”

Uh-oh. I know that voice. Mummy has lost her glasses. Again.
No fear. Mirchi and I are here. We will find them.
Under the sofa we find ONE key. No glasses.
On the wire we see TWO birds. No glasses.
In the kitchen we open THREE drawers.
We find FOUR toffees from my birthday!

No glasses.
“Shhh...”

Look what we found.

mew!
FIVE kittens in a blanket!

No glasses on them.
SIX plants on the windowsill, swaying left and then right. No glasses.
We look on the chair, under the table and in SEVEN shelves. No glasses.
EIGHT bags of groceries on the dining table. We find poha inside them. We find fruits. We even find a chocolate bar.

But no glasses.
Mum’s coat has NINE pockets.
We find...
ONE coin,
TWO tea bags,
THREE pens,
FOUR cards,
FIVE hairpins,
SIX keys,
SEVEN bills,
EIGHT buttons
and NINE walnuts...

Still no glasses.
“WOOF!”

“MUMMY!”
“What?”
“YOUR GLASSES!”
“You helped me find my glasses!
You deserve a treat.”

So Mummy makes TEN big tasty laddoos for Mirchi and me.
“MY PHONE!”
yells Mummy.
Uh-oh.
Mummy's Glasses
(English)

Mummy has lost her glasses again! It's up to Nimu and Mirchi to find them. But what else will they find on the way?

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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